
I Don’t Fucking Cuss

To aid a student comprehension of the word oxymoron, my junior-level classes recorded 
favorite examples.  Their list of contradictory phrases soon included fighting for peace, 
screaming silence, heavy featherweight, and supersized bags of mini jumbo shrimp.  Requested 
to add my own example, I momentarily stopped to contemplate the story of an animated young 
man who, during an auditorium presentation, had been asked by the principal to calm down and 
watch his language.  Angered by the accusation of being disruptive, the boy had made an 
adamant claim of being wrongfully identified.  

Unexpectedly – surprising his students – the principal had admitted to a possible error 
and apologized.  Visibly pumped at receiving such a publicly noted exoneration, the young man 
had then stood, ready to defend his clearly righteous stance. 

“Like I told you?” he had stated loudly and indignantly:“I don’t fucking cuss.”
Ah.  
Life was like that.  You never had to go very far to run into an oxymoron.  
In the chaotically whirling realm of a low-income school reform?  
You really didn’t have to go any distance at all.  
With only minimal effort, you could, in fact, lose yourself entirely inside the increasingly 

surreal world of multiplying, and ever circling, educational contradictions.
For example: 
National leaders who never stopped talking about our nation’s veritable plague of bad 

educators; bad educators who, as they so emphatically and publicly argued, were the sole cause 
of any and all public school failings.  Powerful leaders who disinterestedly called out for, and 
even outright demanded, appallingly abusive mass firings, but who – when faced with a growing 
criticism against their shocking disregard for public employees (middle-class, mortgage-paying, 
kids-in-college, public-service employees overwhelmed to be losing long held economy-
stabilizing jobs) – made confusing one-hundred-and-eighty-degree reversals by generating 
statements about leading a nation proud to protect its valued educators.

For example: 
Invasive, top-down administrators, supervisors, specialists, coaches, evaluators and an 

ever growing supply of testing minions who – after repeatedly interrupting classes; after calling 
students away from instruction in a cycle of unpredictable whim; after forcing an ever increasing 
supply of days for testing in lieu of academics; after sending children home to accommodate yet 
additional educator developments; after vehemently imposing lowest-level academic strategies 
onto frustrated teachers – yet continued to speak out about their own uncompromising support 
for an increasing academic rigor.

For example: 
Repeatedly invaded, reformed, redesigned, reorganized, closed and reopened schools 

compelled to function under a continually shifting management; schools incessantly coerced into 
accepting a newer and theoretically “better” leadership, in actuality being led by detachedly-
interchanged, abruptly-retitled, company-trained devotees: Short-term, minimally-experienced 
managers willing to brag openly to students, teachers and parents that – as their neighborhood’s 
latest academic leader?  They had their backs.  Would, in fact, be long-term culturally-protective 
community advocates.

For example:  



The increasingly popular and highly solicited source for an ever more remunerative 
public school funding: 

Philanthrocapitalism. 
My.  Really?  
Philanthropy mixed directly and interchangeably with capitalism?  
In the very same word?  
Super wealthy whatever-it-takes-for-profit-that’s-why-I’m-so-frightfully-rich speculators 

eager to join the governmentally initiated school innovation club; profit seeking capitalists 
willing to offer up a personal funding as the means to edge themselves into the Big Money 
lucrative, competitive-choice-school race.  

Overwhelmingly wealthy investors willing to “donate” larger and larger sums of money 
to the educational cause, even as they stipulated – and exacted – personally delineated 
expectations with each and every generous gift.*  Benevolent patrons of education who, as they 
so generously “gave,” demanded an inflexible adherence to what they, as super-wealthy-looking-
for-profit business tycoons (and, thus, the most logical prototype for a modern-day educational 
“expert”) had been taught to believe imperative by fund-seeking reformers: Key aggressively-
selective, limited-seat/limited-services, test-score-segregating, class-dividing invasions which, or 
so they assertively stipulated, must be implemented in their effort to bring about yet more of 
those nationally mandated low-income school transformations.

“Giving” money – with unbending, non-egalitarian school reformations attached?  
This was heartfelt generosity; this was a selfless, benevolent charity? 
Were we, as a nation, so passively willing to allow precise-expectations-super-glued-

onto-the-colossally-funded-interest-in-helping-others to be publicly labeled as philanthropy?†
Huh.  
Were we seriously so naïve? 
Were we seriously so gullible that, as we closed our eyes and clicked our heels, we could 

make ourselves believe that the gargantuan sums of money now being  proffered up by business-
minded, business-rich investors – investors who, even as they strategically referred to their 
invasive manipulations as a benevolent philanthropy attached exactly outlined expectations for a 
revenue-seeking, socio-economic-separating school management...

Well, did we really believe that this increasingly popular “stipulations attached” school 
financing had nothing whatsoever do with an intrinsic move toward the highly lucrative 
privatized control of a long-standing – and carefully democratic – all-student-inclusive 
everybody’s-equal public institution?º

*The act of giving huge sums of money with inflexible student-separating stipulations attached has also been 
recognized under the oxymoronic title of a “venture philanthropy.”

†It might be wise to sit up and take note as “liberal” billionaires (“benevolent” parties who, should you manage a 
look behind the ever-thickening smoke screens, through a strategic investment pull in massive profits attached to one 
offshoot of a legislated reform or another) push their millions into give-us-more-tax-money campaigns – campaigns 
advertised as being student-friendly even as they demand a continued protection of currently instigated reform 
practices.  Practices such as: an ongoing focus upon a test creation, test revision and test implementation (cha-
ching!); a forced addition of pre-scripted, outsider-controlled curricula (cha-ching!); a growing dependence upon 
annually administered, statistically engendered all employee evaluations (cha-ching!); an unfettered increase in on-
line educational options (cha-ching, cha-ching!); a deregulated proliferation of limited-services, student-selective, 



for-profit schools (cha-chiiiiiiing!); the tireless promotion of keep-base-salaries-low merit pay (one tax-funded 
school proposing, in fact, that when scores are low?  Teacher salaries might well be cut in half). Cha-CHING.

ºAs über-profitable corporations advertise their interest in making sure that every child has the opportunity to 
“choose” a good school – well, do you assume that this sudden interest in supporting yet another lineup of 
deregulated “choice” schools is actually philanthropic, or that proponents might simply be looking to add yet 
another generous billion to the pockets of their already amazingly wealthy corporate owners?


